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ProFlex Saturn

152 mm - 15 holes

CHARACTERISTICS

The Carsystem ProFlex Saturn 152mm is perfectly suitable for sanding of primers,

fine sanding of fillers, as final sanding step before applying the base coat, for

matting clear coats, sanding the transition zones and for elimination of the original

paint textures of the clear coat.

APPLICATION

Perfect for dry sanding

Elimination of the original paint textures of the clear coat

Uniform and shallow scratch pattern

High removal rate

Provides optimal transition zones

Excellent durability

No more wet sanding

PRODUCT DATA

Type: Sanding discs

Size: Ø 152 mm

Carrier material: Film

Bonding: Special treated corundum in modified resin paper: integrated

Abrasive grit type: Special treated corundum

Dispersion: Half open

Hole system: 15 holes

Grits: P 800, P 1000, P 1200, P 1500
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HANDLING

The CS ProFlex Saturn 152 mm can be processed by machine. We recommend

the following additional products:

Processing by machine with the CS ProFlex Interface Pad Soft 150 mm

154.193

Processing by machine with the CS CP Palm Sander 141.293

SAFETY ISSUES

The before mentioned technical data and information, especially the

recommendations for applying and using our products, are based on our current

knowledge and experience when applied under normal conditions. In practice, the

materials, surfaces or site conditions are so different that no warranty regarding the

working results or liability, arising out of any relationship, can be inferred neither

from this information nor from a verbal consultation, except we are charged with

intent or gross negligence. In this case the user is obliged to prove that he has

informed us about all points required for a proper and promising judgement in

writing, in time and completely. Patent rights of any third party are to be observed.

Furthermore, our general sales and delivery Terms and Conditions and the latest

Technical Data Sheet, which should be demanded, apply.

Directions for handling and waste disposal are in our Security Safety Data Sheet

and the specifications of the Employers Liability Insurance Association for the

chemical industry.
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